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Interactions: species, habitat, climate 



Interactions: fleets, communities



Interactions: management, regulatory



White paper outline

1. Current state of the art
– Single species stock assessments
– Trophic and multispecies interactions 
– Habitat and climate interactions
– Fleet and regulatory interactions

2. Comprehensive tools
– Integrated Ecosystem Assessment (IEA)
– Conceptual models
– Risk assessment

• Evaluating climate risks to Mid-Atlantic species
• Minimizing risks to economic returns in multispecies fisheries

– Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE)

3. Potential framework
4. Example questions to address and Conclusions



1. Data, models: species interactions

• Abundance estimates critical to single species, 
multispecies, and food web models/analyses

• Research at the interface of disciplines needed

• Northeast Trawl Advisory Panel could facilitate



1. Habitat and climate interactions

• Habitat supports healthy fish stocks and marine 
communities, but mechanisms often unclear

• Cumulative impacts to fish, fleets from climate 
alteration of habitat + human pressures



1. Fleet economic interactions

• MAFMC FMP species ~ 25% of total revenue; 
~75% from species managed by others

• Mix of species remains diverse but fleet 
diversity (gear/vessel class) may be decreasing
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Opportunities for incorporating 
interactions in the assessment-

management continuum

2. Tools to look at the big picture

3. A proposed framework

4. Example questions to address



Economic assessments, social impacts
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2. Conceptual models of interactions



2. Powerful strategic tools

• Risk assessment methods

• Management strategy evaluation

Redrawn with permission of Beth Fulton



Mid-Atlantic species climate vulnerability
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Mid-Atlantic species climate vulnerability

Pinsky and 
Seagraves 
COCA project 
addresses



Managing risks to economic returns

• Tradeoffs between Reward (Revenue) & Risk (Variance)
• Consider an interacting (correlated) set of species in a fishery
• Species have different variance characteristics:

• Price, Biology, Harvest, Management



PRIORITIZE

REFINE

ANALYZE

IMPLEMENT/MONITOR

RISK ASSESSMENT:
WHAT ARE THE HIGHEST RISK 

INTERACTIONS?

CONCEPTUAL MODEL:
WHAT IS THE KEY QUESTION? 
WHAT INFO IS NECESSARY?

MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
EVALUATION:

WHICH STRATEGIES PERFORM 
BEST?

3. Framework for addressing interactions



Example: 
Prioritize



Example: Refine questions

• "What management structure (i.e. licensing, 
allocations, etc.) provides the flexibility 
necessary to absorb the impacts of climate 
change, including shifting species 
distributions, and more broadly any large 
perturbation to the system?” 

– Develop conceptual model of management 

structure interactions with multiple 

species distributions, fishing fleets, 

and coastal communities



Example: Analysis and MSE

• "What management structure provides 
the flexibility necessary to absorb the 
impacts of climate change?” 
– Use experimental economics to 

understand the magnitude of both the 
intended and unintended consequences 
of management decisions 

– Use participatory modeling and 
management strategy evaluation with the 
Council and stakeholders inform potential 
outcomes of alternatives during the 
design of alternatives



Example: Implement, monitor, adapt, iterate

• "What management structure provides the 
flexibility necessary to absorb the impacts of 
climate change?” 

– Were the intended and unintended consequences 
of management decisions predicted accurately?

– Are performance measures for the management 
strategy met? If not, why not? 

– Make better use of real-time observing systems 
for climate, habitat, and cooperative research



4. More example questions

• If we do nothing about shifts in species distributions, what are the 
likely economic effects and how soon will we see them?

• Are there strong interactions between managed species that should 
be considered in setting ACLs or other measures?

• Are there strong interactions between managed and protected 
species which should be considered in setting ACLs or other fishery 
management measures? 

• What is the status of key forage species supporting many managed 
and protected species, and should that be considered in setting 
managed species ACLs or other fishery management measures? 

• Are there key habitats for multiple species that require protection 
by the Council? How will the condition or extent of these key 
habitats be altered by projected climate change, and how should 
the Council consider this in setting ACLs or other fishery 
management measures? 



Conclusions

Checklist of considerations 
for habitat, climate, 
species, and fleet 
interactions

– Could be used to refine 
questions and build 
conceptual models

– Could provide prototype 
management strategies for 
evaluation

– Suggest common integrated 
research priorities

PRIORITIZE

REFINE

ANALYZE

IMPLEMENT/
MONITOR

RISK ASSESSMENT:
WHAT ARE THE HIGHEST 

RISK INTERACTIONS?

CONCEPTUAL MODEL:
WHAT IS THE KEY 

QUESTION? WHAT INFO IS 
NECESSARY?

MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
EVALUATION:

WHICH STRATEGIES 
PERFORM BEST?



Extras
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